TAMIKIN provides the ability to enhance Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) from Point of Injury to transfer of higher care. This all-in-one system allows you to build multiple PR Scenarios and create realistic Full Mission Profile (FMP) with reactive patients. TAMIKIN is designed for both classroom settings, Trauma Lanes and field training scenarios. Multiple appendages present a variety of wounds including gunshot, blast and burns to provide full mission profiles in combat scenarios. Durability and realism make TAMIKIN a cost effective, educational trauma training tool capable of surviving the rigors of TCCC, APT and Tactical Medicine.

**FEATURES**

- Durable - withstands drops, falls and drags
- Sturdy steel frame and joints
- Weight between 130-150 lbs
- Quick replacement of extremities for flexibility with multiple wounds patterns
- Interchangeable extremities
- Low maintenance
- Rugged Softech® skin

**GSW TAMIKIN includes:**

- Skull w/ Undamaged Head Skin
- Undamaged Right Arm
- Undamaged Left Arm
- Pelvis w/ GSW to Groin
- Chest w/ GSW (thru & thru)
- Undamaged Left Leg
- Undamaged Right Leg

**Operable Procedures**

- Bi-lateral rise and fall of chest
- Massive bleeding from multiple locations
- Tourniquet capable
- Surgical airway
- Remote control allows instructor to control talking, breathing and bleeding

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

Innovative Tactical Training Solutions
www.4itts.com
info@tommanikin.com
1.866.839.3455

**SALES CONTACT**

Techline Technologies
www.techlinetrauma.com
info@tommanikin.com
215.657.1909
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